
Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Diverse Learners

Teachers: Mrs. Mlyniec & Mrs. Sheehan Grade 6 Apr 26-30
Learning Plan Expectations

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Subject
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
April 26 April 27 April 28 April 29 April 30

Literacy 
Synchronous

Begin Poetry Unit - read, 
analyze, write a variety of poems 
to make a Poetry booklet.  Begin 
all about me poetry - look at 
examples and analyze I Am 
poems. 

Continue Poetry Unit - read, 
analyze, write a variety of poems 
to make a Poetry booklet.  
Continue all about me poetry - 
look at examples and analyze I 
am poems. 

Continue Poetry Unit - read, 
analyze, write a variety of poems 
to make a Poetry booklet.  
Present I am poems

Continue Poetry Unit - read, 
analyze, write a variety of poems 
to make a Poetry booklet. Begin 
hakius - look at examples and 
analyze limerick poetry. 

Continue Poetry Unit - read, 
analyze, write a variety of poems 
to make a Poetry booklet.  
Continue hakiu poetry - look at 
examples and analyze limerick 
poems. 

Begin brainstorming about all 
about me poems

Write original allpoem wi about 
me poems with illustrations.

Begin writing 1st limerick poem 
with illustrations

Begin writing 2nd limerick poem 
with illustrations

IAR TESTING IAR TESTING IAR TESTING

Literacy 
Asynchronous 

All about me list - Raz kids.
Finish all about me poem and 
Raz kids. Google form on poetry

Work on hakiu and hakiu 
worksheet Finish limerick

Math 
Synchronous

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Review tests from 
Friday.  Continue Geometry unit 
- study, analyze, take notes on 
different parts of shapes, 
different shapes, and formulas to 
find perimeter and area of 
shapes.  

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Continue 
Geometry unit - study, analyze, 
take notes on different parts of 
shapes, different shapes, and 
formulas to find perimeter and 
area of shapes.

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Continue 
Geometry unit - study, analyze, 
take notes on different parts of 
shapes, different shapes, and 
formulas to find perimeter and 
area of shapes.

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Continue 
Geometry unit - study, analyze, 
take notes on different parts of 
shapes, different shapes, and 
formulas to find perimeter and 
area of shapes.

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Continue 
Geometry unit - study, analyze, 
take notes on different parts of 
shapes, different shapes, and 
formulas to find perimeter and 
area of shapes.

IAR TESTING 1:00-3:30 IAR TESTING 1:00-3:30 IAR TESTING 1:00-3:30 Take quiz 2
Sheehan: Converting Within 
Measurement Systems Sheehan: Evaluating Expressions Sheehan: Evaluating Expressions Sheehan: Evaluating Expressions Sheehan: Evaluating Expressions
p. 185-186 Digital Worksheet p 273 Digital Worksheet

Math  
Asynchronous 

google forms google forms google forms google forms google forms
Education.com math games Education.com math games Education.com math games Education.com math games Education.com math games

Digital Worksheet Digital Worksheet Digital Worksheet 5.2 Independent Practice Digital Worksheet

Social Studies 
Synchronous

Continue unit on Aztec and 
Mayan civilizations - learn about 
the geography, history, 
economics, and government of 
Aztec and Mayan civilizations. 

Continue unit on Aztec and 
Mayan civilizations - learn about 
the geography, history, 
economics, and government of 
Aztec and Mayan civilizations. 

Continue unit on Aztec and 
Mayan civilizations - learn about 
the geography, history, 
economics, and government of 
Aztec and Mayan civilizations. 

Continue unit on Aztec and 
Mayan civilizations - learn about 
the geography, history, 
economics, and government of 
Aztec and Mayan civilizations. 

Continue unit on Aztec and 
Mayan civilizations - learn about 
the geography, history, 
economics, and government of 
Aztec and Mayan civilizations. 

Social Studies  
Asynchronous 

Science

Enrichment Activities  
Synchronous 

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

Remote Learning 
Supports

Turning in Work Office Hours Log In Information

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.


